
Build a searchable database
of identified items and meta 
data

多⾊
Translate your audio 
transcript, build international 
sub-titles

Obtain audio transcripts

LABELS:
CELEBRITIES:

tent, cup, person, chair, fishing rod
Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts

Speaker ID 1:
Speaker ID 2:
Speaker ID 1:
Speaker ID 2:

What a lovely campsite.
I agree, we should come here more often.
Did you pack the coffee?
Sure did!

LABELS:
SHOTS:

EXPLICIT CONTENT:

tent, cup, person, chair, fishing rod
1 of 1
No explicit content returned for this video

TRANSCRIPT: What a lovely campsite. I agree, we should 
come here more often. Did you pack the 
coffee? Sure did!

Parleur No. 1:
Parleur No. 2:
Parleur No. 1:
Parleur No. 2:

Quel beau camping.
Je suis d'accord, nous devrions venir ici plus souvent.
Avez-vous apporté le café?
Bien sûr!

Derive meaning from your 
video content

ENTITIES:
SENTIMENTS:

SYNTAX:
CATEGORIES:

Consumer Good: OutdoorEquipInc, Person: Brad Pitt, Location: outdoors
0.8 (score ranges from -1.0 very negative to 1.0 very positive)
NOUN, PUNCTUATION, VERB
Sports & Entertainment

KEYWORDS:
TOPICS:

EMOTIONS:
SENTIMENTS:

BRANDS:

camping
sports
happy
relaxing
OutdoorEquipInc

SENTIMENT:
EMOTION:
KEYWORDS:
ENTITIES:

CATEGORIES:
CONCEPT:
SYNTAX:

SEMANTIC ROLES:

Positive
Joy
Campsite, coffee
Campsite
Travel, Camping, Relaxation
Campsite, vacation
PROMOUN, VERB, ADJECTIVE
Packing for travel

TONE:

Happy, Confident

Translation uses Google 
Translate

Transcripts use either MS Video 
Indexer or Google Cloud Video 
Intelligence

LABELS:
CELEBRITIES:

ADULT CONTENT:

tent, cup, person, chair, fishing rod
Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts
null

Translation uses Google 
Translate

Transcripts use either MS Video 
Indexer or Google Cloud Video 
Intelligence

Sentiment and Tone use either MS 
Video Indexer or Google Cloud 
Video Intelligence

tent

cup cup

fishing rod

person person

chairchair

cup

outdoors, camping
fishing, coffee

Parleur No. 1:
Parleur No. 2:

Parleur No. 1:
Parleur No. 2:

Quel joli camping.
Je suis d'accord, nous devrions venir ici 

plus souvent.
Tu as fait le café?
Bien sûr que oui!
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Te ch n i ca l  Bre ak d own  of  M ach i n e  Le arn i n g  M od e l  A p p l i cat i on

With a published goal of over 1,000,000 documented clips to provide to the market, leveraging the power of AI and machine learning was a clear necessity and represented a 
potentially big win for MovieComm. However, the required machine learning models were dispersed across different vendor platforms including Amazon Rekognition, 
Google Video Intelligence, IBM Watson  and Microsoft Media Services, creating a barrier to entry for MovieComm – one that only mezzanine.ai was able to resolve.

Through mezzanine.ai, multiple machine learning models were used in parallel to extract data from movie clips. Insights gleaned include Sentiment, Unsafe Content, Objects, 
and Celebrity Recognition – items that customers use in their searches for the ideal clip, as well as audio transcripts allowing for translation and specific search terms. 
Machine learning models were orchestrated to be leveraged in sequence in order to gain the most insight from the tools available. Extracted data was then automatically 
populated back into the MovieComm platform.

The chart below highlights how each Cloud Platform and its associated ML model contributed to the successful meta data population with MovieComm’s database.
Movie still provided by MovieComm, available to buy or rent.

Cloud Platform Utilized

n/a
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